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Abstract

Abalone detection and counting using 
Yolov3 algorithm and image analysis on 
classification on lens using Grad-cam

Kibet Duncan

Advisor: Prof.

Department of Industrial Engineering

Graduate School of Chosun University

Abalone detection and counting systems via conveyor belts using machine 

learning have become a critical and most vital aspect in the fishing industry. 

In our paper, we present a detection and counting approach for Multi-Object 

Tracking (MOT) from abalone video data. Considering computational 

effectiveness and improved detection algorithms, Multiple Object and 

Tracking is one of the most sort out paradigms. You only look once (YOLOV3)

with Tensor Flow algorithm built based on Deep SORT algorithm mainly 

implemented for MOT specification. Other methods used had low 

effectiveness with high operational time and wrong counting rate because 

some of the abalones stick to each other most of the time. 

However, to elaborate the challenges posted by the video data of abalone 

entangling and pairing together on multiple occasions which is hard to count, 

we tested with the open source-based algorithm (OpenCV) which did detection 

but incorrect tracking and sorting. After combining Yolov3 and Tensor Flow 

for generating detections in each frame based on the model (Darknet-53), we 
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use depth separable convolutions and pointwise group convolutions to reduce 

the parameter size of the network, the results of our experiment exhibited 

competitive performance in comparison with the open source-based library 

OpenCV. This proposed algorithm can apply in various conveyors counting 

controlled-based systems.

   We also propose a technique for classifying normal and abnormal images 

from a broad class of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models, data 

classification more clear and explainable. We introduced Gradient-weighted 

Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) that uses the gradients of any 

objective approach of normal or abnormal images fundamentally into the 

ultimate convolutional layer to yield a coarse localization map for highlighting 

the critical sectors in the image for predicting the approach. In contrast to 

previous approaches, Grad-CAM applies to a wide variety of CNN models: 

CNNs with fully connected layers (e.g. ResNet50 model) and CNN models 

used in line with various inputs (e.g. visualization) or reinforcement learning, 

without architectural transformation or re-training.

We incorporate Grad-CAM with current existing fine grained visualizations 

to generate a high-resolution class discriminative factor for visualization. 

Guided Grad-CAM is then applied for image classification, captioning based 

on pre-trained ResNet50 architectures. For image captioning, our 

visualizations show that even ResNet50 based models learn to localize 

discriminative regions of the input image. We develop identification of

essential neurons via Grad-CAM and incorporate it with neuron names to 

provide textual explanations for model decisions. Finally, the used test data to 

establish appropriate trust in predictions from the model and show that Grad-

CAM can give accurate predictions from deep networks and show that Grad-
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CAM helps to make a more accurate prediction even close to identical images 

either normal or abnormal.

Keywords― Abalone detection and counting; Machine learning; Yolo-V3; 

TensorFlow; OpenCV; Darknet-53,Normal and Abnormal classification,

Grad-CAM, ResNet50 model, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
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1. Introduction

Abalone is a single-shelled gastropod mollusk marine snail notable not only 

for resembling the human ear but also one of the most valuable shellfish in the 

world. Its high value comes from the good tasty and beautiful shell [1]. 

Abalone is a high-protein low-fat food rich in minerals and vitamins. Since 

abalone feeds on ocean superfoods such as sea mustard and kelp, it is 

nutritionally almost the perfect seafood. Abalone lives in rocky natures in the 

ocean where it can feed on algae. Abalones’ tough and strong shells creates an 

immensely strong attachment to the rocks in the ocean, which requires time 

and skill during fishing [2]. Due to the complexity of its capturing in nature, 

about 80% of Korean abalones are cultivated in the southern sea, where the 

water temperature remains the same throughout the year. The south sea has a 

Rias coast, so it has the optimal environment for a variety of marine life. The 

wide seaweed forests in these coastal waters provide an abundance of food for 

the abalone, while the mudflats help to purify their environment. Abalone is 

highly valued and sold expensive in Korean market. The culturing of abalone 

is composed of two steps (the first/second nursery). In the beginning, abalone

are feed in indoor tanks as the first nursery and, then, the secondary nursery is 

carried out in the sea. The raised abalone after the first nursery that is reached 

about 1.5 cm or more are counted to be sold in order to be grown-out at the 

sea.  Usually, the counting of abalone is done by human, which causes high 

cost. To solve this problem, some machine to count abalone juveniles and to 

pack it have been developed. The used algorithm for counting abalone 

juveniles is based on pixel sizes considering average pixel size of abalone 

juveniles. The problem of this method is that it cannot separate the overlapped
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and entangled abalone [3]. This paper proposes an application of machine 

learning technology based on CNN in order to count abalone in real-time.

1.1 State-of-the-art            

Abalone counting based systems in small fisheries or big industrial sites 

predominantly uses conveyor belts. Which poses challenges such as not being 

able to count because abalone overlap or entangle. More so, if a camera placed 

in a fixed position on top of the conveyor belt to acquire video data or images 

then data processing performed to count the abalone in real-time can be 

significant for this process. A single camera with a wide range of view to 

oversee multiple lines in the conveyor belts.

Object detection, tracking and sorting algorithm applies in many fields such 

as intelligent transportation system (ITS) [4]; traffic control systems [5], 

pedestrian detection [6], Automated CCTV surveillance [7] and in recently 

emerging autonomous vehicles [8]. After abalone detection, we considered a 

target region of interest (ROI) [9] in the conveyor belt where we can track and 

count each abalone. By removing the calculation of non-interest regions, we 

improved the performance of YOLOV3. 
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Subsequently, Object tracking is inevitable to reduce the risks of abalone 

collisions. In contrary to tradition tracking approaches, which enforce target 

initialization, our undertaking uses the information from the abalone detection 

and distance estimation to initialize counting and to track them later on. We 

present an extended Kalman filter for 3D tracking and sorting abalone [10]. 

We first applied OpenCV library due to wide spectrum of applications. 

However, we found some tweaks and challenges in tracking of abalone 

because of low Frames per second (FPS) and accuracy in comparison to 

YOLOV3 which was more applicable.

           
                              Figure 1-1. Conveyor belt for counting Abalone

1.2 Image processing

We implemented a decoding method to extract 1105 frames as images 

contained in our original video data by first installing FFmpeg on python 

environment then we used FFmpeg command framework [11]. The video 
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sequence had a duration of 15 seconds with 30 fps which provided frames. 

However, due to blurriness of abalone in some of the frames, we discarded 

around 25% finally gathering a sum of valid frames. The task of annotating 

the images for the training a machine learning/deep learning model falls under 

the data preparation stage. An open source tool called labelImg is a tool that 

can be used for image annotation. This task had to be done manually to all the 

fames containing abalone which was is written in python and uses QT for 

graphical interface. Annotation which consist details about the objects in the 

image such as Image and label name, Image path, class of the image, co-

ordinates of bounding boxes surrounding the abalones present in the image are 

saved as XMLfiles in PASCAL VOC format, used by ImageNet. Furthermore, 

it also supports YOLO and createML formats [12]. We saved the annotated 

images with text files in YOLO format (.jpg image- file) for which contains 

values such as (object-class) (x_center) (y_center) (width) and (height). The 

class object shows the abalone position using integer numbers.

Yolo format calculates annotation values using <center-x = x/W>, <center-y 

= y/H>, <width = w/W>, <height = h/>. In which the x-coordinate is the center 

of the bounding box, y-coordinate is also the center of the bounding box and 

H and W is the height and width of the entire image respectively.
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                                        Figure 1-2.  LabelImg annotating tool 
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            Table 1 Saved yolo format txt file of annotated abalone (sample)

Abalone 

position

Height width        x       y

15 0.504950 0.729167 0.128713 0.030556

15 0.512376 0.683333 0.123762 0.058333

15 0.538366 0.639583 0.111386 0.029167

15 0.486386 0.625000 0.106436 0.047222

15 0.632426 0.552083 0.111386 0.037500

15 0.545792 0.515972 0.136139 0.045833

15 0.454208 0.511806 0.121287 0.070833

15 0.454208 0.454167 0.163366 0.063889

15 0.440594 0.382639 0.113861 0.084722

15 0.574257 0.317361 0.163366 0.051389

15 0.527228 0.256944 0.118812 0.063889

15 0.413366 0.259028 0.103960 0.093056

15 0.537129 0.174306 0.143564 0.073611

15 0.617574 0.136111 0.126238 0.091667

15 0.495050 0.081944 0.103960 0.094444
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In the first raw of figure1-3: 15 represents the value of object class abalone, 

0.504950 as height, 0.729167 as height, 0.128713 as x-coordinate (center 

value) and (0.030556) as y-coordinate.

1.3 Contributions

The contribution of this work is to introduce abalone detection and counting 

algorithm with Yolov3 frame work with object tracking and deep sort. Object 

tracking is the process of tracking single and grouped moving or motionless 

objects [13]. Over the year’s detection has improved because of Neural 

Network which uses different algorithms to distinguish patterns. Deep learning 

provides advanced performing which models that more data but less process 

to train and validate. Image classification algorithms depicts bounding boxes 

that represent locations of objects. R-CNN presented by Ross Girshick 

(regions with CNN) showing different number of regions to get 2000 regions

[14]. Deep SORT introduces another association of apparent feature 

information in that the appearance of new detections is compared to previous 

tracked objects in individual tracks to aid in data association problem [15].

The obtained outcome is supportive and reliable towards real-time detection 

and counting of abalone.

1.4 Thesis Layout

This thesis is composed of seven chronological chapters. Following the 

introduction, Chapter 2 presents theory including background scoop and 

illustration of some of the effective stipulations for a better understanding of 
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this work. Chapter 3 present the details of machine learning and evaluation 

technique in line with research. Chapter 4 provides YOLOV3 and sort for

object detection and tracking abalone applying to the first section of our work. 

The included methods and their results of YOLOV3 accuracies are state of the 

art. Chapter 5 explains our methodology of Grad-CAM, particularly in the 

classification Normal and abnormal images. Chapter 6 we discussed about the 

finding of our result and chapter 7 is the conclusion the proposed working of 

this research. 
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2. Theory and Background

2.1 YOLOv3 Object detector and its working

Joseph Chet Redmon created the YOLO object detection algorithm. The 

underlying hypothesis of how YOLO object detection can detect an object is 

mentioned in [16]. YOLOV3 is the third version of the original YOLO real-

time object detection model. It starts predicting the same way as the YOLOV2 

model, using anchor boxes that have been created by grouping the ground-

truth boxes with a K-means clustering algorithm and taking the box by the IoU 

between all the boxes of each group [17]. Each bounding box is predicted by 

4 coordinates and a confidence score that are calculated. In addition, in Figure 

2-1 it can be observed how adjusting anchor boxes, a predicted bounding box 

is obtained. To explain the new network advances compared to previous 

versions, we will go from the most basic to the most complex:

2.1.1 Architecture (Feature Extractor Network) 

Developers combined YOLOV2 with a Darknet-19 custom network and, in 

this new version, it has been replaced by a Darknet-53 custom network [18]. 

It is formed by 53 convolutional layers that are responsible for extracting the 

features along with an average pooling layer before the fully connected layer 

(shown in Figure 2-1). The features are extracted in the convolution layers 

composed by filters or kernels of dimension 3 x 3 and 1 x 1. 3 x 3 filters are 

used for the feature extraction, but 1 x 1 filters are mainly used to reduce the 

depth of the output of some convolutions. For example, in Figure 29 the first 

two convolutional layers are formed by a set of 3 x 3 filters, then the third 

convolution layer takes as input value the feature map that is the output of the 

second one and by applying the 1 x 1 filter it reduces the depth of the feature 
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map. The 1 x 1 kernel converts the feature map of a convolutional layer of 

dimension 7 x 7 x 1024 into 7 x 7 x 125, in short, it converts an output of 1024 

channels into 125. This channel reductions are very necessary to improve the 

speed of prediction because the YOLO (V1, V2, and V3) model is aimed at 

real-time detection. 

                       Figure 2 -1. Example of Darknet-53 network architecture 

  The architecture was also improved by adding residual networks that are built 

of Shortcut Connections that are necessary for the gradient descent. In very 

deep neural networks formed by large layers (the case of YOLOV3), the 

gradient descent faces problems to propagate backwards the error in the 

training process. This problem is solved by adding Shortcut Connections that 

create “short cuts” as the name implies, for gradients to propagate backwards 
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faster and further. In this way, they allow an efficient training for the YOLOV3 

model because the first layers get the weights updated much faster than before.

2.1.2 Bounding box prediction

For each bounding box predicted it calculates object or confidence score 

(assurance the model has that the specific bounding box contains an object) 

using logistic regression [19]. This computation is done by calculating the 

overlap between a ground truth object and the bounding box, if the overlap is 

the highest one for all the bounding boxes observed before, then the score will 

be 1. In the other case, If the overlap of a bounding box with respect to a 

ground-truth box is not the best, but it is higher than a threshold = 0.5 the 

prediction is ignored [20]. The bounding boxes with a score of 1 totally incur 

in the loss function, however, the rest of the bounding boxes, do not incur to 

the cost function.

In Figure 2-2, we can see that the prior 1 is the bounding box that most 

overlaps the ground truth box for object 2, this means that has the highest IoU 

with respect to the rest prior boxes in the image (prior 2 and 3) [21]. Prior 3 is 

the predicted box that most overlaps the ground truth box for object 1 with 

respect to the rest prior boxes in Figure 2-2. The model associates to each 

ground truth box object to one prior box, so if a prior bounding box has not 

been associated to any ground truth object it will not affect the loss function 

for the localization and classification loss, only on the confidence loss. 

Referring to our example in Figure 2-2, prior 1 and 3 will incur in the loss 

function because their overlap is the highest one and they are scored with 1, 
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however, prior 2 box is not associated to any ground truth box and will only 

incur to the confidence loss inside the loss function.

         Figure 2-2. Example of prediction for a grid cell of a YOLOV3 model      

2.1.3 Feature Pyramid network (FPN)

YOLOV3 makes three predictions or predicts three bounding boxes per grid 

cell, each prediction is composed of the coordinates of the location of the 

object, the confidence score that the box contains an object and 80 class scores 

(i.e. S x S x [3 x (4 + 1 + 80)] predictions in total). YOLOv3 makes predictions 

at three different scales by extracting features from those scales like in FPN 

(shown in Figure 2-3 how the prediction process looks like) [22]:

• First prediction in the feature map of the last convolutional layer. 
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• The second prediction is done by going back two layers and augments the 

first predicted feature map by 2, then takes the feature map that has higher 

resolution and merging it with the augmented feature. Apply some filters to 

the resulting feature map. 

• Repeat the previous step until the resulting feature map has high-level 

structure, for example, the localization of the objects is quite clear, the object 

resolution is high, etc.

                   Figure 2-3. Example of predictions in an FPN

2.1.4 Class prediction

    Prior in YOLO versions, researchers used soft-max method in the class 

values and take the resulting class with highest score to belong to the class of 

the object in the bounding box for which this has modified in YOLO v3 version. 
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Soft-maxing classes’ depends on the hypothesis that classes are mutually 

absolute or if an object belong to a single class, then it cannot belong to another 

class which fine in COCO datasets [23].

    However, when if we have classes like oyster and abalone in a dataset, then 

the above hypothesis is not applicable. This is the main reason why the research 

of YOLO have ceased from soft-maxing the classes. Alternatively in YOLOV3, 

logistic regression is used for predicting each class scores and the threshold is 

used to predict numerous labels for specific object. Resulting classes showing 

maximum score than the threshold, are assigned a bounding box.

3. Machine Learning

Machine learning is one of the prominent branch of artificial intelligence 

which consist algorithm design for example according to our research object 

detection and image classification through experience. Machine learning 

algorithm learns to produce intelligent ways to make decisions fully based on 

the capability to detect or classify, which can be relevant to recognize stock 

market analysis, speech recognition, handwritten pattern, image analysis or

medical diagnosis. The main focus of this thesis is object detection, counting

and image classification. The future prospect is that YOLOV3 can be applied 

to count and track abalone accurately in real-time, same to the second section 

in classification of normal and abnormal for prediction.

In this chapter we show the essential overview of machine learning 

technology that are significant with this thesis and suitable for abalone 

counting. Chapter 3 firstly present the specifics deep sort of technique, 
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followed by description of estimation model of Yolov3 algorithm along with 

their mechanisms that explains the performance of our model.

3.1 Deep SORT

SORT (Simple Online Real-time Tracking) is an implementation of a 

tracking-by-detection framework that is oriented to multiple object tracking 

(MOT) problems in videos. This tracker by the help of an object detection 

model, detects objects in each frame and represents them by bounding boxes

[24]. Once the detection of the objects has been done by the model, to track 

the objects of the current frame, the tracker uses the objects detected from the 

previous frame along with the current frame. The detection quality has a big 

impact on the real time tracking performance and that is why SORT must be 

very well combined with the object detection model. During this chapter the 

different techniques that SORT uses for real-time tracking will be explained 

like Kalman Filter and the Hungarian algorithm focused on the tracking 

components. 

3.1.1 Estimation Model

SORT uses as a representation model a motion model to propagate a target 

into the next frame. For each object detected, it is associated to a “Target” (like 

the bounding box of YOLO) that stores all the necessary information about the 

state of the object in that particular frame. The state of each target is 

represented by 7 variables x = [u, v, s, r, u’, v’, s’] where (u, v) is the horizontal 

and vertical pixel location of the center of the detected object (pixel-center), 

the s represents the area of the target and r is the ratio of the bounding box. 

The coordinates (u’, v’, s’) are the respective velocities of the center 

coordinates and the scale (area) of the target. Targets travel through the 
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different frames of the video and are an essential characteristic to track objects 

because when the model detects an object in a frame, SORT looks back to all 

the previous targets and can associate a previous target to the detected object 

or can create a new target. 

When the model makes a detection in one frame, if it is associated to a 

previous target, the detected bounding box coordinates are used to update the 

state of the target, the target that comes from the previous frame is predicted 

in the current frame by the bounding box of the predicted object and the 

velocity components are predicted by a Kalman Filter. If the detection is not 

associated to any previous target, its new target state is predicted by the linear 

velocity model that is independent from other objects. When previous frames 

targets have not been associated to any detection for a long time, they are 

deleted because this means that the objects have left the video. Also, for the 

first few frames, it may happen that duplicate targets are created, to prevent 

this, a threshold value is set, and lower targets are deleted. 

At the start, the video is divided into frames and is analyzed frame per frame. 

In the first frames, new objects without any target are detected because they 

have not appeared yet, so the SORT tracker creates a target for each detected 

object and the state is predicted by the linear velocity model with the values of 

the position of the object (u, v, s, r) and their respective velocities (u’, v’, s’). 

After a few frames have been analyzed, when predicting objects in new frames, 

some of this objects will be associated to a previous target because they are 

the same object than in the previous frame and some other objects appear for 

the first time so again a new target will be created for them. 
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3.1.2 Data assocoation

To assign a detected object to a previous target, SORT predicts its new 

location in the frame by an estimated bounding box geometry. The detection 

of the object and the prediction of the previous target are independent from 

each other, this means that they need a metric to associate both. The IoU 

distance between each detection and all the predicted bounding boxes from the 

targets is the metric that SORT uses to quantify the association. The 

assignment cost matrix is another metric responsible for associating the data 

and it is calculated by applying the IoU (metric to quantify the association) 

mentioned before. Once this matrix has been computed, the Hungarian 

algorithm is used to solve the assignment between the predicted object and one 

of the previous targets.

3.1.3 How the Hungarian algorithm and Kalman filter work

The Hungarian algorithm takes as input value a cost matrix C and computes 

C1 as follows [25]: 

1. For each row it computes the minimum value and subtracts it to all the 

elements of the row.

                              C1
i, j = Ci, j - min Ci, j

2.  For each column it computes the minimum value and subtracts it to all the 

elements of the column (To the matrix computed in the previous step).

                             C1
i, j = C1

i, j - min Ci, j

3. If all the rows of C1 exist a column with a cost of 0 and has not been 

associated to any other row, the algorithm finishes, if not it repeats step 1 and 

2 again. 
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The Hungarian algorithm is mainly used for assignment problems, for the 

SORT tracking algorithm it is very useful in the data association process 

because it resolves the assignment cost matrix using the process described 

above and gives a solution to the problem. 

The Kalman filter algorithm is a recursive algorithm that estimates the 

motion state of the target. Given an 8-dimensional state space 

(x,y,r,h,x′,y′,r′′,h′), Where(x,y) represents the center coordinates of the 

detection frame, r represents the aspect ratio of the detection frame, h 

represents the height of the detection frame, and (x′,y′,r′,h′) is their velocity in 

the coordinate system [26]. Assuming that the motion of the target is uniform, 

using a standard Kalman filter, as well as a linear observation model, the 

position of the prediction frame for the next frame can be obtained (x, y, r, h). 

The output for predicted bounding box is particularly unlikely to be as accurate 

primary bounding box in reality. Therefore, we measured how accurate are the 

abalone in the frames by using (IOU) Intersection Over Union metric. This 

was a simple way to evaluate our training model and bounding boxes with its 

performance on testing set. Consequently, result in the previous frame, the 

current position of objects in the next frame is predicted by Kalman filter. 

Figure 3-1 show in what step is the Kalman Filter applied in a multi object 

tracking.
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                              Figure 3-1. Steps of multi-object detection

3.1.4 Creation and deletion of track identities

When an object first appears in a video, this means that when the model is 

analyzing the video frame per frame and detects for the first time a particular 

object, a unique identity has to be created for that object, which will be called 

a tracker. The track is initialized with the coordinates of the predicted 

bounding box and the velocity variables of the tracker are set to zero. When 

the tracker of a new predicted object is created the velocity cannot be 

computed and therefore the covariance of the velocity is initialized with large 

values. After the new tracker has been created in a frame, it is necessary that 

in the following frames it is associated to other predicted objects in order to 

ensure that it has been created correctly and to prevent false positives. The 

tracker is deleted when it has not been associated to any detection in a 

threshold of frames since it was created. This threshold has been set to 1 

(no_associated > 1) because if in one frame a tracker has been created and 
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associated to a predicted object, then the next frame is studied. If in the next 

frame the tracker has not been associated to any object it will not be deleted 

yet as it may be a tracker bug, so the model will analyze the following frame 

and if there is also no object associated to the tracker then it will be removed. 

In the Figure 3.1.4 it is shown how a tracker tracks an object frame per frame.

                Figure 3.1.4. Example of a tracking in a video   
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4. Yolov3 and Sort for object detection and tracking

The aim of this project is to develop an application fast and accurate enough 

to accomplish the objective of tracking and detecting vehicles abalone. 

YOLOV3 is going to be the object detection model that is going to be trained 

and optimized to detect our custom objects (abalone) and the SORT algorithm 

will be responsible of monitoring frame per frame the abalone detected. The 

application that is developed in this end-of-degree work is specially designed 

to improve the detection of abalone occlusion and for improving the 

management of counting accurately. The application could be used in video 

vigilance cameras located in no pedestrian streets; our model will count in a 

video sequence how many different cars have passed. If we compare the result 

obtained to the average number of cars that normally pass on that street at that 

time, we can find out whether there is a lot of traffic or not so that we can 

notify a user to avoid that street. Another possible application for the model 

described in this work could be to fit our model in the camera of an 

autonomous vehicle in order to follow a predetermined vehicle that will go 

directly in front. By this way, our application will be capable all times to 

recognize the predetermined vehicle in the pursuer car’s camera and thus be 

able to perform the same route as the vehicle in front does. In the following 

Chapters will be explained what steps have been followed to develop the 

vehicle detection and tracking model.

4.1 Train and evaluation Yolov3 to detect Abalone

The first step is to train YOLOV3 model using the dataset that has been 

explained before, the model will be trained with different parameters and after 

all the best configuration will be chosen to make the detection process. Before 

we start talking about the training process we have followed for the network, 
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we must first explain what tools and frameworks have been used for this part 

of the work.

4.1.1 Tools and frameworks:

Training a CNN model is very hard in terms of time and complexity, if the 

model is trained using a CPU it may last days and even weeks. To avoid so, if 

the model is executed and trained supporting GPU the runtime is reduced 

severely and can run trainings in few hours depending on the size of the dataset. 

The computer that has been used during this process does not have a GPU that 

could support all the process of a Deep Learning model and therefore we have 

been forced to look for hosts on the internet that offer to run our models in 

powerful GPU. 

• Google Collab: It is a free service where Python notebooks and Linux 

commands can be executed and it offers a free GPU of 12 GB that will be the 

one used for training, evaluating and testing our model. It has many Python 

libraries installed and if we need more libraries, it is possible to install them as 

in a Linux platform by writing installation commands in the shell. Also, it is 

possible to clone GitHub repositories and store them on the server giving you 

access to them from the platform, keep in mind that Google deletes all the 

stored data every 12 hours.

YOLOV3 can be implemented with many libraries that Python supports 

such as Keras, PyTorch (we will talk about it in the next Chapter), TensorFlow, 

etc., or also it can be implemented in the programming language C++. For this 

part of the work we will use Darknet, it is an open source neural network 

framework that has been written in C and CUDA and the most interesting part 

is that it supports GPU computation. To implement our model, we have based 
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ourselves on the Darknet framework (https://github.com/AlexeyAB/darknet/) 

[27] but making numerous changes to the code in order to adapt the model to 

our dataset and thus be able to carry out a good training and a following 

evaluation. Darknet must be built to support GPU (default off), CUDNN 

(default off) and OpenCV (default off) in order to be run on the GPU of Google 

Collab.

4.2 Training and evaluaton

As we stated in image preprocessing, we image labeling tool (labelImg) to 

get annotated abalone annotated images with text files in Yolo format. We 

compiled our image and text file to configure for training. This step involves 

properly configuring your custom .cfg, obj.data, obj.names, train.txt and 

test.txt files [28]. It is important to configure all these files with extreme 

caution as typos or small errors can cause major problems with your custom 

training.

Configuration file consist of the parameters and values for training so we set 

our batch size to 64 and subdivision to 16 for ultimate results. Maximum 

batches was set to 6000, resulted by the number of classes multiply by the 

original 2000 but not less than 6000 training with one class. For the steps, we 

stet to 4800, 5400 resulted by 80% and 90% of the maximum batches 

consecutively and the filters to 18 because we added the number of classes to 

5 and multiplies to 3 with height and width of 416.
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                      Table 2.  Values for the YOLO network parameters

               Parameter                       Value

                  Batch size                 64

  Subdivision = sub batches: number 

of mini batches is split 

                16

   Height and width of input images                416

                 Max_ batches                 6000

                 steps        4800, 5400

                filters                18

                   

      Training our abalone dataset with configuration we set in the above table,

YOLOV3 on the darknet framework saves the weights files. In the figure 

below we can see the training graph shows the average loss computes for every 

iteration. Note that the dataset is quite complex as it has tangled abalone in 

each images that are not visually easy to see, this complexity affects the object 

detector by obtaining a relatively low one. This happens because the model 
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fails to detect some abalone in the validation set that it is difficult even for the 

human eye to detect them.

    

                  Figure 4-2. : Graph computed during the training

Weight files obtained in the Chapter of training YOLOV3, the network 

configuration file and the class names file in order to make the detection 

process. When processing the video we have made some changes: reduce the 

video resolution, change the frame-by-frame analysis, reduce the video shape 

in order to focus the analysis on the interest point, add the confidence threshold 

variable, add the OpenCV library (processes videos at 30 frames/sec) and 
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implement functions to load videos and to store them in Google Collab, 

implement functions to show the analyzed frames in the command line, etc.

In the following pages we will discuss the different changes and tests that 

have been made to the parameters of the network. For example, we will see 

every how many frames the video must be analyzed in order to track the 

vehicles preserving a fast running time. Also, we will play with the video 

resolution as our model is able to detect abalone very well in low resolution 

videos and in this way the speed of detection and tracking is improved. Finally, 

we will focus the detection and tracking process to a specific area of the videos 

where the abalone pass leaving aside areas of little interest for our work.

4.3 Tests on the detection and tracking 

The model will be analyzed the test video to detect and to make the tracking. 

The tracking must be almost perfect since it has to count the number of abalone 

that appear in the video (in the conveyor belt). It is very important to set a good 

frame threshold because OpenCV library analyses videos at 30 fps and this is 

too much for a real time abalone detection and tracking model.

The video resolution is 720 x 404 and has been reduced by default. We have 

decided to increase the confidence threshold to 0.7 in order to focus the model 

to detect and track abalone that are clearly visible. For this case the interest 

area will be reduced to a dimension of 416 width and 416 of height. The model 

has analyzed all frames at a speed of 0.025 s/ frame that give a total time to 

process the video of 1.093 seconds. The processing time takes less time than 

the duration of the video so we are obtaining a model that can detect and track 

abalone in real time. The speed of the model has been proved to be very fast 

and the accuracy because in this case we can observe all abalone and the model 
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detects and tracks all abalone with different tracking numbers of abalone 

according to all the frames in the test video data.

                    Figure 4-3 ROI with abalone count and frames per second 

                                       (Green lines in the image)  
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                       Figure 4-4 Total abalone count

The region of interest count the number of total abalone passing and the 

current abalone count. We can visualize the each annotated abalone tracked by 

our model with different colors with the number of frame associated. The total 

count of abalone by Yolov3 algorithm was 41 abalones in contrast to manual 

counting of 36 abalones.
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5. Grad-CAM via Gradient-based Localization

We propose a technique for classification of lens images from a large class 

of Convolutional Neural Network based models, making them more clear and 

explainable.

We took an approach on Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping 

(Grad-CAM) [29] that uses the gradients of any target concept for example 

according to our data in classification network of  ‘normal’ and ‘abnormal’

lens flowing into the last convolutional layer to result a distinct localization 

map spotting the most important regions in the image for prediction. Contrary 

to previous approaches, we combine Grad-CAM with existing fine-grained to 

create a high-resolution class-discriminative to visualize whether our lens data 

is normal or abnormal, and captioning then subjecting to ResNet50-based 

architecture [30]. With high-resolution and class-discriminative visualization,

Grad-CAM provides a textual explanation for model decisions.

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have enabled extraordinary

advances and improvements in a variety of computer vision tasks, including

classification of images [31], recognition [32], semantic segmentation [33] to 

captioning of images [34], and in the recent past, pattern recognition [35] and 

visual question answering [36].Although these models enable more advanced

performance, their lack of sustainability into individually stand-alone

components makes them hard to be reliable [37]. Considering image 

classification a more reliable visual explanation from the model for justifying 

any region in an image should be class discriminative and high-resolution in 

capturing the fine-grained detailed in the image.
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5.1.1 Data Sets

In this study, our image datasets are categorized in to two main classes, i.e. 

Normal and abnormal images. Our dataset consist of Abnormal and Normal 

lens images acquired from a company that specializes in production of lenses. 

There was a challenge in production because a number of lenses contained 

dust particles, small cracks and other defects which is hard to see with a human 

eye to distinguish between normal and abnormal images. We acquired a total 

of 1400 images (Normal images with 700 data sets and abnormal images with 

700 images from the total images to be able to classify and predict the class.

5.1.2 Weakly-supervised Localization

Weakly supervised localization applies in the subject of classification of 

images using Convolution Neural network, where the aim is to localize regions

in images using predicted holistic or universal image class labels only before 

data training [38]. Most relevant aspect to our technique is the Class Activation 

Mapping approach to localization [39]. This approach modifies image 

classification Convolution Neural network architectures by replacing fully 

connected layers with convolutional layers and global average pooling, thus 

achieving class-specific feature maps. A limitation of CAM is that it requires 

feature maps prior to soft-max layers, so it only applies to a specific

Convolution Neural network architectures performing global average pooling 

past convolutional map directly before prediction (for example convolution

feature maps to global average pooling and soft-max layer). Such architectures 

may achieve low accuracies compared to general networks on some tasks for 

example image classification. We initiate an approach of combining feature 

maps using the gradient signals that does not need any modification in the 

network architecture.
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5.1.3 Visualization

Visualization predicted from the model for interpreting either target in the 

image should be class discriminative to localize the category in the image and 

high-resolution in order to capture fine-grained detail in the image. Figure 5-1

shows a number of visualization for the ‘Abnormal’ class and ‘Normal’ classes. 

Gradient visualizations for example Guided Grad-CAM Backpropagation [40] 

and Deconvolution [41] are high-resolution as far as highlighting fine-grained 

details in the images, but are not class-discriminative as shown in the Figure 

5-1 Guided Grad-CAM Backpropagation in are very similar). In comparison, 

localization advances similar to CAM or our thesis method Grad-CAM, are

tremendously class-discriminative the ‘abnormal region’ clearly highlights the 

‘abnormal regions’ but not ‘normal regions’ and vice versa. In order to 

combine both methods, we show that it is possible to associate current pixel-

space gradient visualizations with Grad-CAM to establish Guided Grad-CAM 

visualizations which are class discriminative and have high resolution. 

Subsequently, important regions in the image which correlate to any decision 

of interest are visualized in detail with high resolution even if the image has 

multiple possible regions. When visualized for ‘abnormal’, Guided Grad-

CAM not only highlights the abnormal regions, but also highlights main region 

of interest where the abnormal section is, which is important for predicting 

both images.
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  (a) Original image    (b) Resnet50 Grad-CAM      (C) Guided Grad-CAM 

                            Figure 5-1 Normal and Abnormal Visualization
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                                     Figure 5-2 Grad-CAM overview

The basic idea behind Grad-CAM is the same as the concept behind CAM: 

we want to utilize the spatial information that is preserved through 

convolutional layers, in order to understand the basis to which regions of an 

input image were critical for a model prediction. Similar to CAM, Grad-CAM 

uses the feature maps produced by the last convolutional layer of a CNN. 

Researchers of Grad-CAM argue that, “We can expect the last convolutional 

layers to have the best compromise between high-level semantics and very 

detailed spatial information output.” The feature maps produced by the final 

convolutional layer are shown as A1, A2, and A3, the same as in the CAM.

At this juncture, for CAM we would need to compute global average pooling 

followed by a fully connected layer. For Grad-CAM, we can do anything – for 

example, multiple fully connected layers – which is shown as “any neural 

network layers”. The only requirement is that the layers we insert after A1, A2, 
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and A3 have to be differentiable so that we can get a gradient. Finally, we have 

our classification outputs for our normal and abnormal data, etc.

The difference between CAM and Grad-CAM is in how the feature maps A1, 

A2, and A3 are weighted to make the final heat map. In CAM, we weight these 

feature maps using weights taken out of the last fully-connected layer of the 

network. In Grad-CAM, we weight the feature maps using “alpha values” that 

are calculated based on gradients. Therefore, Grad-CAM does not require a 

particular architecture, because we can calculate gradients through any kind of 

neural network layer we want. The “Grad” in Grad-CAM stands for “gradient.” 

As shown in Figure 5-4, to achieve the class-discriminative localization map 

Grad-CAM Lc
Grad-CAM ∈ R u×v of width u and height v for any class c, we first 

compute the gradient of the score for class c and y c is the raw output of the 

neural network for class c, before the soft-max is applied to transform the raw 

score into a probability, taking into account activations of the feature map Ak

of a convolutional layer
���

���   . For a 2D input image, this gradient is 3D, with 

the same shape as the feature maps. There are k feature maps each of 

height v and width u, i.e. collectively the feature maps have shape [k, v, and u]. 

This means that the gradients calculated in earlier are also going to be of shape 

[k, v, u].These gradients flowing back are global-average-pooled via the height

and width dimensions of i and j respectively to obtain the neuron critical

weightsα�

�
:
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During computation of ��
� while back-propagating gradients taking into 

account the activations, the valid computation results to subsequent matrix 

products of the resulting weight and the gradient with consideration of

activation functions till the last convolution layer that the gradients are being 

propagated to. Hence, this weight ��
� represents a partial linearization of the 

deep network downstream from A, and apprehends the critical of feature map 

k for a target class c. We combine weight of forward activation map, moreover 

following by a ReLU in order to retrieve,

                             

The results in a coarse heatmap of the equal size as the convolutional feature 

maps (14 × 14 like in the case of last convolutional layers of VGG [42] and 

AlexNet [43] networks) 3 . We use the ReLU function to the linear 

combination of maps considering our only interest in the features that have 

decisive impact on the class of ‘interest,’ for example pixels whose intensity 

should be elevated to increase yc. Negative pixels have the probability of 

belonging to other categories in the image. In this case, ReLU is important 

because localization maps occasionally highlights more than probable class 

and perform poorly at localization. Figures 5-1, show Grad-CAM 

visualizations for ‘abnormal’ and ‘normal’ respectively. In general, y c does 

not need to be the class score produced by CNN. 

5.1.4 CAM vs. Grad-CAM

We took an approach on the connections between Class Activation Mapping 

and Grad-CAM [44], and properly demonstrate that Grad-CAM hypothesize 
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CAM for a broad variation of CNN architectures. Looking back that CAM 

produces a localization map for classification of image (CNN) with particular

kind of architecture where global average pooled convolutional feature maps 

are fed directly into soft-max. Precisely, let the penultimate layer produce K 

feature maps, Ak ∈ R u×v , with each element indexed by i, j. So Ak
ij refers to 

the activation at location (i, j) of the feature map Ak. These feature maps are 

then spatially pooled using Global Average Pooling (GAP) and linearly 

transformed to produce a score Yc for each class c,

                  (1)

We observe that Grad-CAM maps become successively worse as we move 

prior convolutional layers as they have smaller receptive fields and only focus 

on less semantic local features. Let us define Fk to be the global average pooled 

output,

                               

CAM computes the final scores by,
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Where w�
� is the weight connecting the kth feature map with the cth class. 

Taking the gradient of the score for class c (Yc) with respect to the feature map 

Fk we get,

                              (2)

Taking partial the derivative of (Fk) w.r.t.���
� , we can see that 

���

����
� =

�

�
. 

Substituting this in (2) computation, we get,

                             

From CAM computation of we get that, 
���

���   = ��
� therefore,
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                                  (3)

Summing both sides of computation (3) over all pixels (i, j),

                       

Since Z and ��
� do not depend on (i, j), rewriting this as

                         

Note that Z is the number of pixels in the feature map (or Z = ∑ I ∑ j in

equation (1) of Global Average Pooling).  Thus, we can re-order terms and see 

that

                               

Up to a proportionality constant (1/Z) that gets normalized out during 

visualization, the expression for ��
� is identical to ��

� used by Grad-CAM. 
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Therefore, Grad-CAM is a strict generalization of CAM. This generalization 

allows us to generate visualization from CNN-based models that cascade 

convolutional layers with much more complex interactions.

                                 Figure 5-3 CAM vs. Grad-CAM                                 

5.1.5 Guided Grad-CAM

Although Grad-CAM is class discriminative and localizes relevant image 

sections, it lacks the ability to highlight fine grained details like pixel-space 

gradient visualization methods like Guided Backpropagation [45], 

Deconvolution [46]. Guided Backpropagation focuses on visualizing gradients 

with aspect to the image where negative gradients are suppressed when back 
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propagating through ReLU layers. Naturally objectively captures the pixels 

detected by neurons, not the ones that suppress neurons. See Figure 5-1, where 

Grad-CAM can easily localize the abnormal image; however, it is uncertain 

from the crude heat map why the network predicts this particular instance as 

‘binoculars’. In order to combine the best aspects of both, we merge Guided 

Backpropagation and Grad-CAM visualizations via element-wise 

multiplication (Lc
Grad-CAM is first up sampled to the input image resolution 

using bilinear interpolation).Resulting to visualization  that is both has high-

resolution (when the class of interest is ‘abnormal image’, it identifies 

important ‘abnormal image’ features like scratches on the image, presence of 

dust particles: generally abnormality in the image) and class-discriminative (it 

highlights the ‘abnormal as  image’ but not the ‘normal image vice versa’). 

Replacing Guided Backpropagation with Deconvolution gives related results, 

but we established Deconvolution visualizations to have disadvantages while 

Guided Backpropagation to be generally less noisy.      

5.1.6 Training and evaluation

Researchers have used a lot of computational power training deep neural 

networks that classify images into categories. Many were trained on a subset of 

ImageNet with an enormous database of images manually labeled with 

tremendous number categories as part of the ImageNet extensive Visual 

Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [47] which, since it started in 2010, has seen 

a lot of improvement each year since the challenge ended in 2017. Each 

application vary undermost architecture and performance, rather than (CNN), 

a type of deep learning network with outstanding performance in classifying 

features in images. Fortunately, these pre-trained models have been 

made accessible for researchers interested to experiment with, saving more 
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time and expense of having to do the training from scratch. Among 

them, ResNet-50 [48] under Residual Networks defines good performance

between speed and accuracy. ResNet-50 is a pre-trained convolutional neural 

network which utilizes more than a million images retrieved from the 

ImageNet dataset during training process. ResNet-50 adopts deep residual 

learning on 50 layers and has the ability to classify more of objects into a 

thousand classes like VGG-16 while also supporting an input image size of 

224 x 224 height and width pixels.

In training, we used a resnet-50 model pre-trained on ImageNet weights as 

the CNN branch. We subjected a total of 1400 images (Normal images with 

700 data sets and Abnormal images with 700 images from the total images, 

70%  were used for training + validation, and the remaining 30% were used 

for testing purposes. The training + validation dataset images was further split 

into a 70:30 ratio, i.e (70%) images for training purposes and (30%) images 

for validation purposes. Resnet50 pre-trained network followed by a dense 

layer with several neurons matching the number of classes by using Softmax 

activation. SGD optimizer is used with 0.01 learning rate. Figure 5-4 plots the 

training and validation accuracy and the training and validation loss during the 

training process.   
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                         Figure 5-4 30 epochs plot ResNet-50 model

                    Figure 5-5 50 epochs plot ResNet-50 model

   The training performance of the ResNet-50 model under our study were 

evaluated in terms of important parameters in training accuracy, validation 

accuracy, training loss, and validation loss at 30 and50 epochs. The results of 

these parameters can be found in Figure 5-4 and 5-5. The graphs of training 

loss vs. validation loss and training accuracy vs. validation accuracy of our 

model reported on a 70% the training dataset, whereas the validation curves 

are reported 30% from the validation dataset. 
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   The model predicted some of the random normal and abnormal images 

displayed in figure 5-6 and 5-7 consecutively under 30 epoch.

                    Figure 5-6 Grad-CAM prediction of normal images
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                    Figure 5-7 Grad-CAM prediction of abnormal images
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Under 30 epochs the model predicted 5 images in wrong class as shown above 

in figure 5-7. The model also predicted some of the normal and abnormal 

images displayed in figure 5-8 and 5-9consecutively under 30 epoch.

                     Figure 5-8 Grad-CAM prediction of normal images
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                       Figure 5-9 Grad-CAM prediction of abnormal images

Under 50 epochs the model predicted 5 images in wrong class as shown above 

in figure 5-9. 

5.1.7 Confusion Matrix

Classification accuracy can be disingenuous if there is an imbalanced number 

of results in each class or two classes in the dataset. Confusion matrix is used 
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for assessing the performance of a classification model, for the number 

of target classes. The matrix analyzes the actual target values with those 

predicted by the machine learning model. Confusion matrix is used to analyze 

the performance of a classification model and can be used to evaluate the 

performance of a classification model through the calculation of performance 

metrics like accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score.

Confusion matrices are extensively used because they give a better outcome 

of a model’s performance than classification accuracy does. For example, in 

classification accuracy. Imagine that your datasets have two classes where 65% 

of the data belongs to class X, and 35% belongs to class Y. More so, in another 

instance that your classification model can correctly classify all the in the 

datasets in class X but misclassifies the datasets of class Y. In this context, the 

model is 65% accurate according to the classification. The confusion matrix

displays in detail the correctly and incorrectly classified instances for all the 

classes and will, therefore, give a better understanding into the performance of 

your model. As shown in the figure below:

1. A good performing model has high TP and TN rates, while low FP and 

FN rates.

2. In case you have an imbalanced dataset to work with, it is 

recommended to use confusion matrix as your evaluation criteria for 

your machine learning model to get a better understanding.
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                                 Figure 5-10 Binary confusion matrix 

· True Positives (TP): if the actual value is Positive and is predicted as 

Positive.

· True negatives (TN): if the actual value is Negative and prediction is 

also Negative.

· False positives (FP): When the actual is Negative, but prediction is 

Positive. Also known as the Type 1 error

· False negatives (FN): When the actual is Positive, but the prediction is 

Negative. Also known as the Type 2 error

Classification measures under confusion matrix help achieve better 

understanding and analysis of our model and final performance outcome:
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Recall - Is a measure of actual observations which are predicted correctly, i.e., 

how many observations of positive class are predicted as positive. It is also 

known as Sensitivity. Recall is basically a legit decision of evaluation metric 

when acquiring plenty positives as possible.

              

The above equation shows from all the classes that have been predicted as 

positive. Precision should be high as possible.

Precision -  is a measure of correctness that is achieved in true prediction. In 

the equation below it tells us how many predictions are actually positive out 

of all the total positive predicted.

         

Accuracy - measures how recurrently the classifier makes a correct prediction. 

It’s the ratio between the number of correct predictions and the total number 

of predictions. The accuracy metric not preferable to imbalanced data. The 

downside to accuracy metric in imbalanced data is that the model prediction 

favors data that only belongs to the majority class label, the accuracy will be 

high. But the model is not accurate.
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F-measure / F1-score - is a number between zero and one. F1- score has 

similar meaning to recall and precision because it is not sensitive to extremely 

large values, unlike simple averages. As shown in the equation below F1 

controls equilibrium between the recall and precision for the classifier. If 

the precision is low, the F1 will also be low similar to when recall is low the 

F1 score is low. In practice, when trying to increase the precision of the model, 

the recall value descends and vice-versa. The F1-score appends both the trends 

in a single value.

         

Based on the analysis of our model the confusion matrix indicates that there is 

no imbalanced accuracy of both the normal and abnormal class as shown in 

the figure 5-11
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            Figure 5-11 Normal and abnormal confusion matrix prediction

Our model predicted 74 normal images as true positives, 75 abnormal images 

as true negatives, also 2 normal image as false positive (type 1 error) and 5

abnormal images as false negative. Table 3and 4 shows the precision, recall, 

f1 – score, support and accuracy.

                                 Table 3 Confusion matrix report         

precision    Recall F1 - score    support

         0     0.97      0.94     0.95      79

         1      0.94      0.97     0.96       77
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                             Table 4 confusion matrix accuracy prediction

accuracy       0.96     156

Macro avg      0.96      0.96       0.96     156

Weighted avg       0.96      0.96       0.96     156

                   

We use Resnet-50 model for predicting normal and abnormal images. Below are

normal and abnormal no label predicted images from our dataset. We can see the 

class and percentage prediction.
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                              Figure 5-12 Random test data prediction
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6. Results and Discussion

In the first section of our study under abalone counting Yolov3 algorithm

trained model was tested on abalone video using the image resolution of 

416 × 416 pixels set at batch size 1 in order to maintain consistency. YOLOV3 

model detected abalones in the test dataset achieving good detection result

demonstrating the total abalone counted as shown in Figure 4-4 passing 

through the region of interest (ROI) resulting to the final total number of 

abalone counted in contrast to the manually counted abalone.

Second section we explored of the pre-trained networks are while retraining 

the latter layers in order to adjust and fit our normal and abnormal 

classification problem. The experimental results show the resulting 

performances of pre-trained networks, which has been built and trained from 

scratch, and which augments the concept of knowledge transfer despite the big 

difference between our image datasets with the application of Grad-CAM 

visualization method on pre-trained ResNet50 to get a better understanding 

which features appear relevant to the CNNs in order to distinguish between the 

difference between the normal and abnormal image classes.

7. Conclusion

   In the first research resolves the problem of abalone counting due to tangling 

of abalone resulting to being counted as one conveyor belt and our approach 

on using YOLOv3 detection and Deep Sort algorithms to detect and track 

abalone clearly shows improvement. The effectiveness of the proposed 

YOLOv3 algorithm in detection was verified in the test data application. From 

the final results of YOLOv3 algorithm, the analysis has proved that the 
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improved detection algorithm has obvious improvement in detection effect and 

real-time performance.

   For tracking of abalone the Deep Sort tracking algorithm was used. Based 

on analysis, we see that the Deep Sort algorithm presented greater performance 

advantages in complex scenes, and was robust to interference such as abalone 

tangling and camera movements. Hence it can be used in real time 

performance. However, the performance of the algorithm depends GPU with 

very high graphics to a large extent.

   Despite the proposed algorithm in this paper obtaining sufficient results in 

real-time detection and tracking of abalone still needs more work in research 

to be carried out to improve the performance of our methods. The future aspect 

on data labelling needs automation for more precision during detection due to 

the tedious work when labelling each abalone, and the tracking of abalone

needs to be analysed for more accurate in the detection of unseen abalone 

which is harder to detect.

Second section, Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping algorithm 

applied to any CNN based models is clearer by producing visual explanations. 

Furthermore, we introduced our Grad-CAM localizations with existing high 

resolution, resulting to class discriminative output. Our visualizations gives a 

better performance in contrast to other existing approaches on both aspects: 

interpretability and relying to original model. Lastly, we showed an extensive 

application of Grad-CAM to Resnet50 model available architectures for tasks 

including the classification of images, image captioning (highlighting the 

target regions in the images) and providing true visual explanations for 

possible model decisions. We affirm that artificial intelligent system should 

not only be intelligent, but also be capable of providing a reason about its 
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actions for researchers to trust it. Future work comprise explaining the 

decisions made by deep neural networks in machine learning such as 

supervised learning, pattern recognition and video applications.
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